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Abstract. Deductive methods for the verification of hybrid systems vary on the
format of statements in correctness proofs. Building on the example of Hoare
triple-based reasoning, we have investigated several such methods for systems
described in Hybrid CSP, each based on a different assertion language, notation
for time, and notation for proofs, and each having its pros and cons with respect
to expressive power, compositionality and practical convenience. In this paper
we propose a new approach based on weakly monotonic time as the semantics
for interleaving, the Duration Calculus (DC) with infinite intervals and general
fixpoints as the logic language, and a new meaning for Hoare-like triples which
unifies assertions and temporal conditions. We include a proof system for rea-
soning about the properties of systems written in the new form of triples that is
complete relative to validity in DC.

Introduction
Hybrid systemsexhibit combinations of discrete and continuous evolution, the typical
example being a continuous plant with discrete control. A number of abstract mod-
els and requirement specification languages have been proposed for the verification of
hybrid systems, the commonest model beinghybrid automata[3, 24, 20]. Hybrid CSP
(HCSP) [19, 39] is a process algebra which extends CSP by constructs for continuous
evolution described in terms of ordinary differential equations, with domain boundary-
and communication-triggered interruptions. The mechanism of synchronization is mes-
sage passing. Because of its compositionality, HCSP can be used to handle complex
and open systems. Here follows an example of a simple generic HCSP description of a
continuously evolving plant with discrete control:

(while > do 〈F (ẋ, x, u) = 0〉¥ sensor !x → actuator?u) ‖
(while > do (wait d; sensor?s; actuator !C(s)))

The plant evolves according to some continuous lawF that depends on a control param-
eteru. The controller samples the state of the plant and updates the control parameter
once everyd time units.

In this paper we propose a Hoare-style proof system for reasoning about hybrid
systems which are modelled in HCSP. The features of HCSP which are handled by the
logic include communication, timing constraints, interrupts and continuous evolution
governed by differential equations. Our proof system is based on the Duration Calculus
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(DC, [5, 4]), which is a first-order real-time temporal logic and therefore enables the
verification of HCSP systems for temporal properties. DC is an interval-based temporal
logic. The form of the satisfaction relation in DC isI, σ |= ϕ, whereϕ is a temporal
formula,I is an interpretation of the respective vocabulary over time, andσ is a refer-
ence intervalof real time, unlikepoint-basedTLs, where a reference time point is used.
The advantages of intervals stem from the possibility to accommodate a complete exe-
cution of a process and have reference to termination time points of processes as well
as the starting points. Pioneering work on interval-based reasoning includes Allen’s in-
terval algebra and Halpern and Shoham’s logic [2, 15]. ITLs have been studied in depth
with respect to the various models of time by a number of authors, cf. e.g. [9]. Since
an interval can be described as the pair of its endpoints, interval-based logics are also
viewed astwo-dimensionalmodal logics [35, 36]. Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) was
first proposed and developed by Moszkowski [26, 27, 7] for discrete time, as a reason-
ing tool for digital circuits. DC can be viewed as a theory inreal timeITL. We use the
infinite interval variant of DC which was proposed in [6], which allows intervals whose
right end is∞ for modelling non-terminating behaviour. We include an operator for
Kleene star in order to model iterative behaviour, to facilitate the handling of liveness
properties. Axioms and proof rules about infinite time and Kleene star in DC can be
found in [13, 11].

Hoare-style proof systems are about provingtriples of the form{P} code {Q},
which stand for thepartial correctnesspropertyP (x) ∧ code(x, x′) → Q(x′). The
meaning of triples generalizes to the setting of reactive systems in various ways, the
common feature of them all being thatP and/orQ are temporalproperties. In our
systemcode is a HCSP term,P andQ are written in DC. The intended meaning is

Given an infinite run which satisfiesP at some initial subinterval,code causes
it to satisfy alsoQ at the initial subinterval representing the execution ofcode.

(1)

The initial subinterval which is supposed to satisfyP , can as well be a degenerate (0-
length) one. ThenP boils down to an assertion on the initial state. This interval can also
be to the entire infinite run in question. In this caseP can describe conditions provided
by the environment throughout runs.Q is supposed to hold at an interval which exactly
matches that of the execution ofcode. In casecode does not terminate, this would be
the whole infinite run too. Using our DC semantics[[.]] for HCSP terms, the validity of
{P} code {Q} is defined as the validity of

P_> ⇒ ¬([[ code ]] ∧ ¬(Q_>))

at infinite intervals, which is equivalent to (1).
We exploit the form of triples to obtain acompositionalproof system, with each

rule corresponding to a basic HCSP construct. This forces proofs to follow the structure
of the given HCSP term. Triples in this form facilitate assume-guarantee reasoning too.
For instance,

{A} code 1{B} {B} code 2{C}
{A} code 1‖ code 2{((B_>) ∧ C) ∨ (B ∧ (C_>)}

where‖ denotes parallel composition, is an admissible rule in our proof system, despite
not being among the basic rules. A detailed study of assume-guarantee reasoning about
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discrete-time reactive systems in terms of triples of a similar form with point-based
temporal logic conditions can be found in [1].

The main result about our proof system in the paper is its completeness relative to
validity in DC.

Structure of the paper After brief preliminaries on HCSP, we propose a weakly-
monotonic time semantics for it in terms of DC formulas and prove its equivalence
to an appropriate operational semantics. Next we give our proof system and use the
DC-based semantics to demonstrate its relative completeness. Finally we summarize a
generalization of the approach where arbitrary fixpoints can be used instead of HCSP’s
tail recursion and the use of‖ and the respective rather involved proof rule can be
eliminated. That turns out to require both the general fixpoint operator of DC [29] and
the right-neighbourhood modality (cf. [40]) to handle the meaning ofPs in the presence
of properly recursive calls. We conclude by discussing related work and make some
remarks.

1 Preliminaries
Syntax and informal semantics of Hybrid CSP Process terms have the syntax

P, Q ::= skip | do nothing;
x1, . . . , xn := e1, . . . , en | simultaneous assignment;
wait d | await b | fixed time delay; wait untilb becomes true;
ch?x | ch!e | IO | input and output; communication-guarded

choice;
〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉 | x evolves according toF as long asb holds;
〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉¥ IO | evolve byF until ¬b or IO becomes ready;

terminate, if¬b is reached first;
otherwise executeIO;

P ; Q | P ‖ Q | sequential composition; parallel composition
if b then P else Q | P tQ | conditional; internal non-deterministic choice;
µX.G recursion.

In the above BNF,IO has the following form:

ch1?x1 → P1[] . . . []chk?xk → Pk[]chk+1!ek+1 → Pk+1[] . . . []chn!en → Pn (2)

for some arbitraryk, n, x1, . . . , xk, ek+1, . . . , en and some distinctch1, . . . , chn. IO
engages in one of the indicated communications as soon as a partner process becomes
ready, and then proceeds as the respectivePi. In µX.G, G has the syntax

G ::= H | −→x := −→e ; P | 〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉; P | if b then G else G
| G tG | G; P | µY.G | H‖H

whereH stands for arbitraryX-free terms,Y 6= X andP can be any process term.
This restrictsX of µX.G to beguardedin G and rules out occurrences ofX of µX.G
in the scope of‖ in G. The communication primitivesch?x andch!e are not mentioned
in the syntax forG as they are treated as derived in this paper. They can be assigned the
role of guards which−→x := −→e has in (1). ObviouslyX is guarded in theP1, . . . , Pn of
IO as in (2) too. Below we focus on the commonest instance ofµ

while b do P  µX.if b then (P ; X) else skip (3)
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CSP’s Kleene starP ∗  µX.(skip t (P ; X)), which stands for some unspecified
number of successive executions ofP , is handled similarly. We explain how our setting
ports to general fixpoints, and some technical benefits from that, other than the obvious
gain in expressive power, in a dedicated section.

The Duration Calculus We use DC with infinite intervals as in [6, 13] and Kleene star.
The reader is referred to [4] for a comprehensive introduction. DC is a classical first-
order predicate modal logic with one normal binary modality calledchopand written
_. The time domain isR∞ = R ∪ {∞}. Satisfaction has the formI, σ |= ϕ whereI
is an interpretation of the non-logical symbols,σ ∈ I(R∞), I(R∞) = {[t1, t2]; t1 ∈
R, t2 ∈ R∞, t1 ≤ t2}. Flexiblenon-logical symbols depend on the reference intervals
for their meaning.Chopis defined by the clause

I, σ |= (ϕ_ψ) iff either there exists at ∈ σ \ {∞} such thatI, [minσ, t] |= ϕ
andI, [t,max σ] |= ψ, or max σ = ∞ andI, σ |= ϕ.

Along with the usual first-order non-logical symbols, DC features boolean valuedstate
variables, which form boolean combinations calledstate expressions. The valueIt(S)
of a state expressionS is supposed to change between0 and1 only finitely many times
in every bounded interval of time.Duration terms

∫
S take a state expressionS as the

operand. The value of
∫
S at intervalσ is

max σ∫
min σ

I(S)(t)dt, which is the combined length

of the parts ofσ which satisfyS. ` is used for
∫

(0 ⇒ 0) and always evaluates to the
length of the reference interval. Other common defined constructs include

dSe0 
∫
S = `, dSe  dSe0 ∧ ` 6= 0, 3ϕ  (>; ϕ;>), 2ϕ  ¬2¬ϕ.

In this paper we additionally use the following abbreviations:

dSefin  dSe ∧ ` < ∞, dSe0fin  dSe0 ∧ ` < ∞
i2◦ϕ  ¬(¬ϕ; ` 6= 0), s2◦ϕ  ¬(>; ` 6= 0 ∧ ¬ϕ)

In Section 5 we use theconverse neighbourhood modality3c
l of Neighbourhood Logic

(and the corresponding system of DC), which is defined by the clause:

I, σ |= 3c
l ϕ iff I, [minσ, t] |= ϕ for somet ∈ R ∪ {∞}, t ≥ min σ.

We also use the least fixpoint operatorµ. In formulasµX.ϕ, whereX is a dedicated
type of variable,ϕ can only have positive occurrences ofX. The meaning ofµX.ϕ,
is defined by means of the operator of typeP(I(R∞)) → P(I(R∞)), which maps
A ⊆ I(R∞) to {σ ∈ I(R∞) : IA

X , σ |= ϕ}. I, σ |= µX.ϕ iff σ appears in the least
fixpoint of this operator, which happens to be monotonic by virtue of the syntactic
condition onϕ. Usingµ, Kleene starϕ∗ is defined asµX.(` = 0 ∨ ϕ_X).

2 Operational semantics of HCSP
Ownership of variables We writeVar(P ) for the set of the program variables which
occur inP . Expressions of the forṁx in continuous evolution process terms are, syn-
tactically, just program variables, and are restricted not to appear in arithmetical expres-
sionse outside theF (ẋ, x) of continuous evolution terms, or on the left hand side of
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:=. As it becomes clear below, the dependency betweenx andẋ as functions of time
is spelled out as part of the semantics of continuous evolution. We writeVar:=(P ) for
all the variables inVar(P ) which occur on the left hand side of:=, in ch? statements,
and thex-es or ẋ-es in any of the forms of continuous evolution withinP . Parallel
compositionP‖Q is well-formed only ifVar:=(P ) ∩Var:=(Q) = ∅.
Modelling input and output We treatch?x andch!e as derived constructs as they can
be defined in terms of dedicated shared variablesch?, ch! andch after [28]:4

ch!e  ch := e; ch! := >;await ch?;await ¬ch?; ch! := ⊥
ch?x  ch? := >;await ch!; x := ch; ch? := ⊥;await ¬ch!

We assume thatch!, ch ∈ Var:=(ch!e) and ch? ∈ Var:=(ch?x). Communication-
guarded external choiceIO can be defined similarly. We omit the definition as it is
lengthy and otherwise uninsightful. The other derived constructs are defined as follows:

〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉¥d Q  t := 0; 〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ ṫ = 1 ∧ b ∧ t ≤ d〉;
if ¬(¬b) then Q else skip

wait d  〈0 = 0 ∧ >〉¥d skip

〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉¥ IO  〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b ∧ ∧
i∈I

¬ch∗i 〉; if
∧
i∈I

¬ch∗i then skip else IO

Herech∗i stands forchi?, resp.chi!, depending on whether the respective action inIO is
input or output. To account of the impossibility to mechanically (and computationally)
tell apartx < c from x ≤ c about time-dependent quantitiesx, in ¬(¬b) we usea for a
condition that defines the topological closure of{x : a(x)}. It is assumed thatb admits
a syntactical definition. E.g.,x < c is x ≤ c for x being a continuous function of time.

Reduction of HCSP process termsNext we define areduction relationP
A,V−→ Q

whereV is a set of process variables and

A : σ → (V ′ ∪ {r, n} → R∞ ∪ {0, 1}), (4)

whereV ′ is a set of process variables,r andn are boolean variables outsideV ′ and
σ ∈ I. In R∞ ∪ {0, 1} we emphasize the additional use of0, 1 ∈ R as truth values.

We considerP
A,V−→ Q only for V such thatVar:=(P ) ⊆ V ⊆ V ′. For HCSP terms

P in the scope of aQ which on its turn is an operand of a‖, with no other‖s between
this one andP , the semantics ofP must specify the behaviour of all the variables from
Var:=(Q), which arecontrolledby theenveloping threadQ of P . V ′ \ V is meant to
include the variables which are not controlled by the enveloping thread ofP but still
may be accessed in it. In the sequel we writedomA for σ andVar(A) for V ′ from (4).

If V ⊆ Var(A), thenA|V stands for the restriction ofA to the variables fromV .
I.e., givenA as in (4),

A|V : σ → (V ∪ {r, n} → R∞ ∪ {0, 1}).
4 Hoare style proof rules for a system withch?x andch!e appearing as primitive constructs were

proposed by Zhou Chaochenet al. in [12]. That work features a different type of triples and
follows the convention that process variables are not observable across threads thus ruling out
a shared-variable emulation of communication.
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Given an arithmetic or boolean expressione such thatV (e) ⊆ V (A), we writeAt(e)
for the value ofe underA at timet ∈ domA. GivenA andB such thatmax domA =
min domB , Var(A) = Var(B) and Amax domA(x) = Bmin domB (x) for all x ∈
Var(A) ∪ {r, n}, A;B is determined by the conditionsdomA;B = domA ∪ domB ,
(A;B)t(x) = At(x) for t ∈ domA and(A;B)t(x) = Bt(x) for t ∈ domB for all
x ∈ Var(A) ∪ {r, n}. A complete and possibly infinite behaviour ofP can be defined

asA1;A2; . . . wherePi−1
Ai,V−→ Pi, andP0 = P .

The auxiliary variables r and n To handle the causal ordering of computation steps
without having to account of thenegligiblysmall time delays they contribute, we allow
stretches of time in which continuous evolution is ’frozen’, and which are meant to just
keep apart time points with different successive variable values that have been obtained
by computation. Intervals of negligible time are marked by the boolean variabler. P
(or any of its descendant processes) claims exclusive control over the process variables
during such intervals, thus achieving atomicity of assignment. Time used for compu-
tation steps byany process which runs in parallel withP or P itself is marked byn.
HenceAt(r) ≤ At(n), t ∈ domA always holds in the mappings (4). As it becomes
clear below, each operandPi of aP1‖P2 has its ownr, and no two such variables eval-
uate to1 at the same time, which facilitates encoding the meaning of‖ by conjunction.
In processes with loops and no other recursive calls, thers can be enumerated globally.
More involved form of recursive calls require thers to be quantified away.

This approach is known as thetrue synchrony hypothesis. It was introduced to the
setting of DC in [30] and was developed in [10, 11] where propertiesϕ of the over-
all behaviour of a process in terms of the relevant continuously evolving quantities are
written (ϕ/¬N), the projection ofϕ onto state¬N , which holds iffϕ holds at the in-
terval obtained by gluing the¬N -parts of the reference one. The approach is alternative
to the use ofsuper-dense chop[16].

The reduction rules To abbreviate conditions onA in the rules which generate the

valid instances ofP
A,V−→ Q below, given anX ⊆ Var(A) and a boolean or arithmetical

expressione, we put:

const(X,A) 
∧

x∈X

(∀t ∈ domA)(At(x) = Amin domA(x))

const◦(X,A) 
∧

x∈X

(∀t ∈ domA \ {maxdomA})(At(x) = Amin domA(x))

const◦(e,A, a)  (∀t ∈ domA \ {maxdomA})(At(e) = a)

Below we omit the mirror images of rules about commutative connectivest and‖.

maxdomA = min domA

skip
A,V−→ X

const(V \ {x1, . . . , xn},A)
const◦({x1, . . . , xn},A)
const◦(r ∧ n,A, 1)
Amax domA(xi) = Amin domA(ei), i = 1, . . . , n
maxdomA < ∞

x1, . . . , xn := e1, . . . , en
A,V−→ X

P
A,V−→ P ′ P ′ 6= X
P ; Q

A,V−→ P ′; Q

P
A,V−→ X maxdomA < ∞

P ; Q
A,V−→ Q

P
A,V−→ P ′ maxdomA = ∞

P ; Q
A,V−→ P ′
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const◦(F (ẋ, x), A, 0)
const◦(At(ẋ)− d

dt
At(x),A, 0)

const◦(¬r ∧ ¬n ∧ b,A, 1)
const(V \ {ẋ, x},A)

〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉 A,V−→ 〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉

Amin domA(b) = 0
maxdomA = min domA

〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉 A,V−→ X

P
A,V−→ R Amin domA(b) = 1

if b then P else Q
A,V−→ R

Q
A,V−→ R Amin domA(b) = 0

if b then P else Q
A,V−→ R

P
A,V−→ P ′

P tQ
A,V−→ P ′

[µX.P/X]P
A,V−→ Q

µX.P
A,V−→ Q

Var(A) ∪Var(B) ⊆ Var(C )
C |Var(A)∪{r,n} = A
C |Var(B)∪{r,n} = B
const◦(¬r ∧ ¬n,C , 1)
V1 ∩ V2 = ∅
P

A,V1−→ X Q
B,V2−→ X

P‖Q C ,V1∪V2−→ X

Var(A) ∪Var(B) ⊆ Var(C )
C |Var(A)∪{r,n} = A
C |Var(B)∪{r,n} = B
const◦(¬r ∧ ¬n,C , 1)
V1 ∩ V2 = ∅
P

A,V1−→ P ′ Q
B,V2−→ Q′

P ′ 6= X, Q′ 6= X

P‖Q C ,V1∪V2−→ P ′‖Q′

Var(A) ∪Var(B) ⊆ Var(C )
C |Var(A)∪{r,n} = A
C |Var(B)∪{r,n} = B
const◦(¬r ∧ ¬n,C , 1)
V1 ∩ V2 = ∅
P

A,V1−→ P ′ Q
B,V2−→ X

P ′ 6= X

P‖Q C ,V1∪V2−→ P ′

V ⊆ V ′

const(V ′ \ V,B)
V ′ ∪Var(A) ⊆ Var(B)
B |Var(A)∪{r,n} = A
const◦(r ∧ n,A, 1)

P
A,V−→ P ′ P ′ 6= X

P‖Q B,V ′−→ P ′‖Q

V ⊆ V ′

const(V ′ \ V,B)
V ′ ∪Var(A) ⊆ Var(B)
B |Var(A)∪{r,n} = A
const◦(r ∧ n,A, 1)

P
A,V−→ X

P‖Q B,V ′−→ Q

3 A DC semantics of Hybrid Communicating Sequential Processes
Given a processP , [[P ]], with some subscripts to be specified below, is a DC formula
which defines the class of DC interpretations that represent runs ofP .

Process variables and their corresponding DC temporal variablesReal-valued pro-
cess variablesx are modelled by pairs of DC temporal variablesx andx′, which are
meant to store the value ofx at the beginning and at the end of the reference interval,
respectively. The axiom

2∀z¬(x′ = z_x 6= z).

entails that the values ofx andx′ are determined by the beginning and the end point of
the reference interval, respectively. It can be shown that

|=DC 2∀z¬(x′ = z_x 6= z) ⇒
2(x = c ⇒ ¬(x 6= c_>)) ∧2(x′ = c ⇒ ¬(>_x′ 6= c))

This is known as the locality principle in ITL aboutx. About primed variablesx′, the
locality principle holds wrt the endpoints of reference intervals. Boolean process vari-
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ables are similarly modelled by propositional temporal letters. For the sake of brevity
we put

loc(X) 
∧

x∈X
x is real

2∀z¬(x′ = z_x 6= z) ∧
∧

x∈X
x is boolean

2¬((x′_¬x) ∨ (¬x′_x))

In the sequel, given a DC terme or formulaϕ written using only unprimed variables,
e′ andϕ′ stand for the result of replacing all these variables by their respective primed
counterparts.

Time derivatives of process variablesAs mentioned above, terms of the formẋ where
x is a process variable are treated as distinct process variables and are modelled by their
respective temporal variablesẋ and ẋ′. The requirement oṅx to be interpreted as the
time derivative ofx is incorporated in the semantics of continuous evolution statements.

Computation time and the parameters [[.]] As explained in Section 2, we allow
stretches of time that are dedicated to computation steps and are marked by the auxil-
iary boolean process variabler. Such stretches of time are conveniently excluded when
calculating the duration of process execution. To this end, in DC formulas, we use a
state variableR which indicates the time taken by computation steps by the reference
process. Similarly, a state variableN indicates time for computation steps by which
any process that runs in parallel with the reference one, including the reference one.R
andN match the auxiliary variablesr andn from the operational semantics and, just
like r andn, are supposed to satisfy the conditionR ⇒ N . We assume that all contin-
uous evolution becomes temporarily suspended during intervals in which computation
is performed, with the relevant real quantities and their derivatives remaining frozen.
To guarantee the atomicity of assignment, computation intervals of different processes
are not allowed to overlap. As it becomes clear in the DC semantics of‖ below,Pi of
P1‖P2 are each given its own variableRi, i = 1, 2, to mark computation time, andR1

andR2 are required to satisfy the constraints¬(R1 ∧R2) andR1 ∨R2 ⇔ R whereR
is the variable which marks computation times for the whole ofP1‖P2.

The semantics[[P ]]R,N,V of a HCSP termP is given in terms of the DC temporal
variables which correspond to the process variables occurring inP , the state variablesR
andN , and the set of variablesV which are controlled byP ’s immediately enveloping
‖-operand.

Assignment To express that the process variables fromX ⊆ V may change at the end
of the reference interval only, and those fromV \X remain unchanged, we write

const(V, X) 
∧

x∈V \X
x is real

2(x′ = x) ∧ ∧
x∈V \X
x is boolean

2(x ⇔ x′)∧
∧

x∈X
x is real

i2◦(x′ = x) ∧ ∧
x∈X

x is boolean

i2◦(x′ ⇔ x).

The meaning of simultaneous assignment is as follows:

[[x1, . . . , xn := e1, . . . , en]]R,N,V  dRefin ∧ const(V, {x1, . . . , xn})∧∧
i=1,...,n
xi is real

x′i = ei ∧
∧

i=1,...,n
xi is boolean

x′i ⇔ ei.
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Parallel composition Consider processesP1 andP2 andV ⊇ Var:=(P1‖P2). Let
1 = 2, 2 = 1. Let

∃‖(R,R1, R2, V, P1, P2)ϕ  ∃R1∃R2

( d(R1 ∨R2 ⇔ R) ∧ ¬(R1 ∧R2)e0∧
2∧

i=1

2(dRie ⇒ const(V \Var:=(Pi))) ∧ ϕ

)
.

∃‖(R, R1, R2, V1, V2) means that

– theR-subintervals for the computation steps ofP1‖P2 can be divided intoR1- and
R2-subintervals to mark the computation steps of some sub-processesP1 andP2

of P which run in parallel;
– the variables which are not controlled byPi remain unchanged duringPi’s compu-

tation steps,i = 1, 2, and, finally,
– some propertyϕ, which can involveR1 andR2, holds.

The universal dual∀‖ of ∃‖ is defined in the usual way. LetVi abbreviateVar:=(Pi).
Now we can define[[P1‖P2]]R,N,V as

∃‖(R, R1, R2, V, P1, P2)

2∨
i=1

(
[[Pi]]Ri,N,Vi

∧ (dN ∧ ¬Rie0fin
_ [[Pi]]Ri,N,Vi

_d¬Rie0)∨
(dN ∧ ¬Rie0fin

_ [[Pi]]Ri,N,Vi
) ∧ ([[Pi]]Ri,N,Vi

_d¬Rie0)

)
(5)

To understand the four disjunctive members ofΦ above, note thatP1‖P2 always
starts with some action on behalf of eitherP1, or P2, or both, in the case of continuous
evolution. Hence (at most) one ofPi, i = 1, 2, needs to allow negligible time forPi’s
first step. This is expressed by adN ∧ ¬Rie0fin before[[Pi]]Ri,N,Vi

. The amount of time
allowed is finite and may be0 in case bothP1 andP2 start with continuous evolution
in parallel. This makes it necessary to consider two cases, depending on which process
starts first. IfPi terminates beforePi, then adN ∧ ¬Rie0 interval follows[[Pi]]Ri,N,Vi

.
This generates two more cases to consider, depending on the value ofi.

The definitions of[[x1, . . . , xn := e1, . . . , en]]R,N,V and[[P1‖P2]]R,N,V already ap-
pear in (3) and (5). Here follow the definitions for the rest of the basic constructs:

[[await b]]R,N,V  const(V ) ∧ (d¬Re ∨ ` = 0) ∧ i2◦¬b′ ∧ (b′ ∨ ` = ∞)

[[〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉]]R,N,V 




const(V \ {ẋ, x}) ∧ d¬Re∧

2




dNe ⇒ const({ẋ, x})∧
∀ub2(ẋ ≤ ub) ⇒ x′ ≤ x + ub

∫¬N∧
∀lb2(ẋ ≥ lb) ⇒ x′ ≥ x + lb

∫¬N∧
F (ẋ, x) = 0


 ∧ s2◦b




_(¬b ∧ ` = 0)

[[P ; Q]]R,N,V  ([[P ]]R,N,V
_dN ∧ ¬Re0fin

_ [[Q]]R,N,V )

[[P tQ]]R,N,V  [[P ]]R,N,V ∨ [[Q]]R,N,V

[[if b then P else Q]]R,N,V  (b ∧ [[P ]]R,N,V ) ∨ (¬b ∧ [[Q]]R,N,V )

[[while b do P ]]R,N,V  (b ∧ [[P ]]R,N,V
_d¬Re0)∗_(¬b ∧ ` = 0)
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To understand[[〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉]]R,N,V , observe that, assumingI to be the DC inter-
pretation in question andλt.It(ẋ) to be continuous, the two inequalities in[[〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉]]R,N,V

express that

It2(x)− It1(x) =
t2∫
t1

It(ẋ)(1− It(N))dt

at all finite subintervals[t1, t2] of the reference intervals. This means that bothẋ and

x are constant inN -subintervals, andIt2(x) − It1(x) =
t2∫
t1

It(ẋ)dt holds at¬N -

subintervals.

Completeness of[[.]] Given a process termP , every DC interpretationI for the vo-
cabulary of[[P ]]N , N, V represents a valid behaviour ofP with N being true in the
subintervals whichP uses for computation steps. To realize this, consider HCSP terms
P , Q of the syntax

P,Q ::= skip | A; R | []iAi; Ri | if b then P else Q | P tQ
A ::= x := e | await b | 〈F (ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉 (6)

whereR andRi stand for a process term with no restrictions on its syntax (e.g., occur-
rences ofwhile-terms are allowed). (6) is theguarded normal form (GNF)for HCSP
terms, with the guards being the primitive terms of the formA, and can be established
by induction on the construction of terms, with suitable equivalences for each combi-
nation of guarded operands that‖ may happen to have. E.g.,

〈F1(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b1〉;P1‖〈F2(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b2〉; P2 (7)

is equivalent to

〈F1(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ F2(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b1 ∧ b2〉;
if b1 then 〈F1(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b1〉; P1‖P2

else if b2 P1‖〈F2(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b2〉; P2

else P1‖P2

(8)

Note that[]iAi; Ri is a modest generalization ofIO as defined in (2). Some combina-
tions of operands of‖ require external choice to be extended this way, with the intended
meaning being that if none of theAis which have the formsch?x andch!e is ready to
execute, then some other option can be pursued immediately. For example, driving‖
inwards may require using that

(ch1?x → P1[]ch2!e → P2[]ch3?y → P3)‖ch1!f ; Q1‖ch2?z;Q2 ≡
((x := f ; (P1‖Q1)‖ch2?z; Q2) t (z := e; (P2‖Q2)‖ch1!f ; Q1))[]
ch3?y; P3‖ch1!f ; Q1‖ch2?z; Q2 .

On the RHS of≡ above, one of the assignments and the respective subsequent process
are bound to take place immediately in case the environment is not ready to communi-
cate overch3.

The GNF renders the correspondence between the semantics of guards and theAs

which appear in the rules for
A,V−→ explicit, thus making obvious that any finite pre-

fix of a valid behaviour satisfies somechop-sequence of guards that can be generated
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by repeatedly applying the GNF a corresponding number of times and then using the
distributivity of chopover disjunction, starting with the given process term, and then
proceeding to transform theR-parts of guarded normal forms that appear in the pro-
cess. The converse holds too. This entails that the denotational semantics is equivalent
to the operational one.

4 Reasoning about Hybrid Communicating Sequential Processes
with DC Hoare triples

We propose reasoning in terms of triples of the form

{A}P{G}V (9)

whereA andG are DC formulas,P is a HCSP term, andV is a set of program variables.
V is supposed to denote the variables whose evolution needs to be specified in the
semantics ofP , e.g., an assignmentx := e in P is supposed to leave the values of the
variablesy 6= x unchanged. This enables deriving, e.g.,{y = 0}x := 1{y = 0}{x,y},
which would be untrue for ay that belongs to a process that runs in parallel with the
considered one and is therefore not a member ofV . Triple (9) is valid, if

|= loc(V ) ∧ dR ⇒ Ne0 ∧ (A_>) ⇒ ¬([[P ]]R,N,V ∧ ¬G_>) (10)

SinceR andN typically occur in[[P ]]R,N,V , triples (9) can have occurrences ofR and
N in A andG too, with their intended meanings.

Next we propose axioms and rules for deriving triples about processes with each
of the HCSP constructs as the main one in them. ForP of one of the formsskip,
x1, . . . , xn := e1, . . . , en, and〈F(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b〉, we introduce the axioms

{>}P{[[P ]]R,N,V }V .

whereV can be any set of process variables such thatV ⊇ Var:=(P ). Here follow the
rules for reasoning about processes which are built using each of the remaining basic
constructs:

(seq)

{A}P{G}V {B}Q{H}V

loc(V ) ∧ dR ⇒ Ne0 ∧ (A_>) ⇒ ¬(G_¬(dN ∧ ¬Re0_B_>))

{A}P ; Q{(G_dN ∧ ¬Re0_H)}V

(t)
{A}P{G}V {B}Q{H}V

{A ∧B}P tQ{G ∨H}V

(if)
{A ∧ b}P{G}V {A ∧ ¬b}Q{G}V

{A}if b then P else Q{G}V

(while)

{A}P{G}V

loc(V ) ∧ dR ⇒ Ne0 ∧ (A_>) ⇒ ¬(G ∧ ` < ∞_¬3c
l (d¬Re0_A))

{A}while b do P{((b ∧G_d¬Re0)∗_¬b ∧ ` = 0)}V
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Parallel composition The established pattern suggests the following proof rule(‖):
{A1}P1{G1}Var:=(P1) {A2}P2{G2}Var:=(P2){

∀‖(R, R1, R2, V, P1, P2)

(
2∨

i=1

¬(dN ∧ ¬Rie0fin
_¬[Ri/R]Ai

_>) ∧ ([Ri/R]Ai
_>)

)}

P1‖P2

∃‖(R, R1, R2, V, P1, P2)


 2∨

i=1

Gi ∧ (dN ∧ ¬Rie0fin
_Gi

_d¬Rie0)
∨
(dN ∧ ¬Rie0fin

_Gi) ∧ (Gi
_d¬Rie0)








V

This rule can be shown to be complete as it straightforwardly encodes the se-
mantics of‖. However, it is not convenient for proof search as it only derives triples
with a special form of the condition on the righthand side and actually induces the
use of[[Pi]]Ri,N,Var:=(Pi)

asGi, which typically give excess detail. We discuss a way
around this inconvenience below, together with the modifications of the setting which
are needed in order to handle general HCSP fixpointsµX.P .

General rules Along with the process-specific rules, we also need the rules

(N)
loc(V ) ∧ dR ⇒ Ne0 ∧3c

l A ⇒ G

{A}P{G}V
Var:=(P ) ⊂ V

(K)
{A}P{G ⇒ H}V {B}P{G}V loc(V ) ∧ dR ⇒ Ne0 ∧3c

l A ⇒ 3c
l B

{A}P{H}V

These rules are analogous to the modal formN of Gödel’s generalization rule (also
known as the necessitation rule) and the modal axiomK.

Soundness and CompletenessThe soundness of the proof rules is established by a
straightforward induction on the construction of proofs with the definition of[[.]]R,N,V .
The system is also complete relative to validity in DC. This effectively means that we
allow all valid DC formulas as axioms in proofs, or, equivalently, given some suffi-
ciently powerful set of proof rules and axioms for the inference of validDC formulasin
DC with infinite intervals, our proof rules about triples suffice for deriving all thevalid
triples. Such systems are beyond the scope of our work. A Hilbert-style proof system
for ITL with infinite intervals was proposed and shown to be complete with respect
to an abstractly defined class of time models (linearly ordered commutative groups) in
[13], building on similar work about finite intervals from [8].

The deductive completeness of our proof system boils down to the possibility to
infer triples of the form{>}P{G}V for any given termP and a certain strongest corre-
spondingG, which turns out to be the DC formula[[P ]]R,N,V that we call the semantics
of P . Then the validity of{>}P{[[P ]]R,N,V }V is used to derive any valid triple about
P by a simple use of the proof rulesK andN . The completeness now follows from the
fact that[[P ]]R,N,V defines the class of all valid behaviours ofP .

Proposition 1. The triple

{>}P{[[P ]]R,N,V }V (11)

is derivable for all process termsP and allV such thatVar:=(P ) ⊇ V .
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Corollary 1 (relative completeness of the Hoare-style proof system).Let A, G and
P be such that (10) is valid. Then (9) is derivable in the extension of the given proof
system by all DC theorems.

5 General fixpoints and bottom-up proof search in HCSP

To avoid the constraints on the form of the conclusion of rule(‖), we propose a set
of rules which correspond to the various possible forms of the operands of the desig-
nated‖ in the considered HCSP term. These rules enable bottom-up proof search much
like when using the rules for (just) CSP constructs, which is key to the applicability of
classical Hoare-style proof. We propose separate rules for each combination of main
connectives in the operands of‖, except‖ itself and the fixpoint construct. For instance,
the equivalence between (7) and (8) suggests the following rule for this particular com-
bination of‖ with the other connectives:

{P}〈F1(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ F2(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b1 ∧ b2〉{R}
{R ∧ b1 ∧ ¬b2}〈F1(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b1〉; P1‖P2{Q}
{R ∧ b2 ∧ ¬b1}P1‖〈F2(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b2〉;P2{Q}
{R ∧ ¬b1 ∧ ¬b2}P1‖P2{Q}

{P}〈F1(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b1〉;P1‖〈F2(ẋ, x) = 0 ∧ b2〉; P2{Q}

Rules like the above one use the possibility to drive‖ inwards by equivalences like that
between (7) and (8), which can be derived for all combinations of the main connectives
of ‖’s operands, except for loops, and indeed can be used to eliminate‖. For while-
loops, the GNF contains a copy of the loop on the RHS ofchop:

while b do P ≡ if b then (P ;while b do P ) else skip. (12)

Tail-recursive instances ofµX.G come handy in completing the elimination of‖ in such
cases by standard means, namely, by treating equivalences such as (12) as the equations
leading to definitions such as (3).

To handle general recursion in our setting, we need to take care of the special way
in which we treatA from {A}P{G} in (10). In the rule for{A}while b do P{G}
clipping of initial G-subintervals of anA-interval are supposed to leave us with suffix
subintervals which satisfy(A_>), to provide for successive executions ofP . With
X allowed on the LHS ofchop in theP of µX.P , special care needs to be taken for
this to be guaranteed. To this end, instead of(A_>), 3c

l A is used to state thatA
holds at an interval that starts at the same time point as the reference one, and is not
necessarily its subinterval. This is needed for reasoning from the viewpoint of intervals
which accommodate nested recursive executions. The meaning of triples (9) becomes

|= loc(V ) ∧ dR ⇒ Ne0 ∧3c
l A ∧ [[P ]]R,N,V ⇒ G. (13)

In this setting,µX.P admits the proof rule, whereX does not occur inA:

(µ)
loc(V ) ∧ dR ⇒ Ne0 ∧3c

l A ∧G ⇒ [3c
l A ∧X/X]G {A}P{G}V

{A}µX.P{µX.G}V
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This rule subsumes the one forwhile−do, but only as part of a suitably revised variant
of the whole proof system wrt (13). E.g., the rule for sequential composition becomes

{A}P{G}V

{B}Q{H}V

loc(V ) ∧ dR ⇒ Ne0 ∧3c
l A ⇒ ¬(G ∧ ` < ∞_¬3c

l (dN ∧ ¬Re0_B))
{A}P ; Q{(G_dN ∧ ¬Re0_H)}V

6 Related work
Our work was influenced by the studies on DC-based reasoning about process-algebraic
specification languages in [14, 18, 38, 17]. In a previous paper we proposed a calculus
for HCSP [22], which was based on DC in a limited way and lacked compositionality. In
[37] and [12] we gave other variants of compositional and sound calculi for HCSP with
different assertion and temporal condition formats. Completeness was not considered.
The approach in [12] and in this paper is largely drawn from [10] where computation
time was proposed to be treated as negligible in order to simplify delay calculation,
and the operator of projection was proposed to facilitate writing requirements with neg-
ligible time ignored. Hoare-style reasoning about real-time systems was also studied
in the literature with explicit time logical languages [21]. However, our view is that
using temporal logic languages is preferable. Dedicated temporal constructs both lead
to more readable specifications, and facilitate the identification of classes of require-
ments that can be subjected to automated analysis. Another approach to the verification
of hybrid systems is Platzer’s Differential Dynamic Logic [32]. However, the hybrid
programs considered there have limited functionality. Communication, parallelism and
interrupts are not handled. For logic compositionality, assume-guarantee reasoning has
been studied for communication-based concurrency in CSP without timing in [25, 31].

Both in our work and in alternative approaches such as [25], the treatment of con-
tinuous evolution is somewhat separated from the analysis of the other basic process-
algebraic constructs. Indeed we make a small step forward here by fully expressing the
meaning of differential law-governed evolution in DC, which is theoretically sufficient
to carry out all the relevant reasoning in the logic. Of course, the feasibility of such
an approach is nowhere close to the state of art in the classical theory of ordinary dif-
ferential equations. Indeed it would typically lead to formalized accounts of classical
reasoning. Techniques for reasoning about the ODE-related requirements are the topic
of separate studies, see, e.g., [33, 34, 23].

Concluding remarks
We have presented a weakly monotonic time-based semantics and a corresponding
Hoare style proof system for HCSP with both the semantics and the temporal condi-
tions in triples being in first-order DC with infinite intervals and extreme fixpoints. The
proof system is compositional but the proof rule for parallel composition introduces
complications because of the special form of the triples that it derives. However, we
have shown that HCSP equivalences that can serve as elimination rules for‖ can also
be used to derive proof rules for‖which do not bring the above difficulty and indeed are
perfectly compatible with standard bottom-up proof search. Interestingly, the informal
reading of the derived rules for‖ together with the ones which are inherited from CSP,
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does not require the mention of weakly monotonic time technicalities. This means that
the use of this special semantics can be restricted to establishing the soundness of practi-
cally relevant proof systems and awareness of its intricacies is not essential for applying
the system. The meaning of triples we propose subsumes classical pre-/postcondition
Hoare triples and triples linking (hybrid) temporal conditions in a streamlined way. This
is a corollary of the choice to use assumptions which hold at an arbitrary initial subinter-
vals, which is also compatible with reasoning about invariantsA in terms of statements
of the form(A_>) ⇒ ¬([[P ]] ∧ ¬(A_>)).
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